Brain Neuroplastic Changes Accompany Anxiety and Memory Deficits in a Model of Complex Regional Pain Syndrome
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ABSTRACT

Background: Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) is a painful condition with approximately 50,000 annual new cases in the United States. It is a major cause of work-related disability, chronic pain after limb fractures, and persistent pain after extremity surgery. Additionally, CRPS patients often experience cognitive changes, anxiety, and depression. The supraspinal mechanisms linked to these CRPS-related comorbidities remain poorly understood.

Methods: The authors used a previously characterized mouse model of tibia fracture/cast immobilization showing the principal stig mata of CRPS (n = 8 to 20 per group) observed in humans. The central hypothesis was that fracture/cast mice manifest changes in measures of thigmotaxis (indicative of anxiety) and working memory reflected in neuroplastic changes in amygdala, perirhinal cortex, and hippocampus.

Results: The authors demonstrate that nociceptive sensitization in these mice is accompanied by altered thigmotactic behaviors in the zero maze but not open field assay, and working memory dysfunction in novel object recognition and social memory but not in novel location recognition. Furthermore, the authors found evidence of structural changes and synaptic plasticity including changes in dendritic architecture and decreased levels of synaptophysin and brain-derived neurotrophic factor in specific brain regions.

Conclusions: The study findings provide novel observations regarding behavioral changes and brain plasticity in a mouse model of CRPS. In addition to elucidating some of the supraspinal correlates of the syndrome, this work supports the potential use of therapeutic interventions that not only directly target sensory input and other peripheral mechanisms, but also attempt to ameliorate the broader pain experience by modifying its associated cognitive and emotional comorbidities. (Anesthesiology 2014; 121:852-65)

Complex regional pain syndrome (CRPS) is a painful, disabling, and often chronic condition with an estimated 50,000 new cases in the United States each year.1 It is characterized by severe pain-related changes (allodynia and hyperalgesia), trophic changes (abnormalities in hair and nail growth), neurovascular abnormalities (abnormal sweating, edema, and skin discoloration), and motor changes (tremor).2-4 Despite the fact that CRPS has been a documented clinical entity for at least 150 yr, we have only a partial understanding of the supporting mechanisms, and no broadly effective treatments. Current therapies including physical, interventional, pharmacological, rehabilitative, and alternative are limited in their effectiveness, and none are curative,5,6 leaving more than 80% of chronic CRPS patients severely disabled.7

Similar to other chronic pain conditions, CRPS encompasses neurocognitive changes as well as alterations in mood and anxiety that affect quality of life, level of disability, and need for additional health care.8,9 More broadly, a recent
meta-analysis of 24 separate studies on cognition in pain patients concluded that there was a consistent moderate effect of pain on working memory. In a related study, it was observed that approximately 20% of the new patients to a multidisciplinary pain center showed clinically significant impairment on neurocognitive testing. Although the preponderance of the CRPS literature focuses on peripheral changes that accompany the signs and symptoms of this syndrome, more recent studies have used neuroimaging techniques to study changes within the central nervous system (CNS); the existence of pain-associated cognitive and emotional comorbidities suggests that alterations in brain structure and function may contribute to sustained pain, emotional changes, and neurocognitive features in chronic CRPS patients.

Various rodent models that mimic common signs and symptoms observed in human CRPS patients exist. For instance, the chronic posts ischemic pain model is characterized by chronic mechanical allodynia, microvascular injury, and chronic ischemia, whereas the needlestick distal nerve injury is accompanied by alldynia, dystonia, and epidermal neurite loss, and the focal neuritis model displays changes in sympathetic and sensory neuronal discharge. To better understand the changes in cognition and emotion in CRPS and to examine the structural and biochemical brain correlates of these changes, we utilized a mouse tibial fracture model characterized by nociceptive sensitization, bone demineralization, edema, and warmth similar to the changes found in CRPS I patients.

Our primary aim of this study was to measure the behavioral phenotypes of anxiety and memory dysfunction that accompany ongoing mechanical allodynia in our model. These studies were then followed by a second line of investigation to examine the neuroplastic changes that accompany these behavioral phenotypes. To that end, histological analysis of dendritic architecture in addition to the assessment of synaptophysin and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) protein levels were performed on tissue from the amygdala, perirhinal cortex, and hippocampus. These three centers have well-established roles in emotional disorders and cognitive difficulties.

The results of this study support the hypothesis that common features of chronic CRPS including pain, anxiety, and memory deficits are accompanied by structural and biochemical changes in specific brain centers.

**Materials and Methods**

**Animals**

A total of four cohorts of mice were used. Male C57/B6J mice aged 12 to 14 weeks were purchased from a commercial supplier (Jackson Labs, Sacramento, CA) and were allowed to habituate to the animal facility for a minimum of 10 days before the experiments. Mice were housed in groups of four on a 12 h light–dark cycle and an ambient temperature of 22°F ± 3°C, with food and water available ad libitum. All animal procedures and experimental designs were approved by the Veterans Affairs Palo Alto Health Care System Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Palo Alto, California) and followed the “animal subjects” guidelines of the International Association for the Study of Pain.

**Limb Fracture and Cast Immobilization**

Mice were randomly allocated to the control or the fracture/cast group. Mice were anesthetized with 1.5% isoflurane and underwent a distal tibial fracture in the right leg. In brief, a hemostat was used to make a closed fracture of the right tibia just distal to the middle of the tibia. Then the hind limb was wrapped in casting tape (3M; Scotchcast Plus, St. Paul, MN) so the hip, knee, and ankle were all fixed. The cast extended from the metatarsals of the hind paw up to a spica formed around the abdomen. A window was left open over the dorsal paw and ankle to prevent constriction when postfracture edema developed. After the procedure, the mice were given subcutaneous buprenorphine (0.05 mg/kg) and enrofloxacin (5 mg/kg) for the next 2 days, as well as normal saline (1.5 ml once) for postoperative analgesia, prevention of infection, and dehydration. Mice were inspected daily to ensure the cast was positioned properly through the 3-week period of cast immobilization. Mice were provided with chow pellets postoperatively ad libitum; dietary gels were also made available on the cage floor for mice having undergone surgery. At 3 weeks after surgery, the mice were briefly anesthetized using isoflurane and the casts were removed.

Naive age- and sex-matched mice were used as control. We have chosen to use naive mice instead of sham (cast immobilization only) animals because cast immobilization results in an intermediate phenotype that shows signs of transient mechanical allodynia. This is consistent with the clinical situation where limited CRPS-like changes are observed when casts are applied to healthy human limbs. In the tibia fracture/cast immobilization model of CRPS, both the fracture and the immobilization are needed for the sustained, CRPS-like phenotype in mice, and as such, the cast immobilization is a crucial part of the model rather than an inevitable procedure after fracture.

**Behavioral Testing**

The experimenter was blind to the identity and experimental condition of the animals throughout the behavioral experiments and data analysis. Mice were habituated to handling by the experimenter for a few minutes each day for 7 days before initiation of the behavioral tests. Each of the two experimental cohorts included 16 (control) and 20 (fracture/cast) animals and, except for mechanical sensitivity, all behavioral tests were carried out 7 weeks after fracture (completed by 9 weeks after fracture) in the following order: open field (OF), novel location recognition (NLR), novel object recognition (NOR), zero maze, and social memory. Eight (control) and 11 (fracture/cast) animals were randomly chosen to be tested at the 14- and 18-week timepoints (see...
Mechanical Hypersensitivity. Calibrated monofilaments (Stoelting Co., Wood Dale, IL) were applied to the plantar surface of the hind paw and the 50% threshold to withdraw (grams) was calculated as previously described. The stimulus intensity ranged from 0.004 to 1.7 g, corresponding to filament numbers (1.65, 2.36, 2.44, 2.83, 3.22, 3.61, 3.84, 4.08, 4.17, and 4.31). For each animal, the actual filaments used within the aforementioned series were determined based on the lowest filament to evoke a positive response followed by five consecutive stimulations using the up–down method. The filament range and average interval were then incorporated along with the response pattern into each individual threshold calculation. Mechanical sensitivity was assessed on the plantar surface of the left hind paw (response = flexion reflex).

Open Field. The OF arena measured 45 × 45 × 45 cm and was made of opaque plastic material. Luminosity inside the OF was measured to be 5 lux. The mice were placed into the arena and allowed to explore for 10 min. Total locomotor activity and the time spent in the central portion (11% of total area) were determined for each mouse. The time spent in the center area was used as an index of thigmotaxis, a measure often indicative of anxiety, was carried out following previously published methods. The maze has an outer diameter of 24 inches, inner diameter of 20 inches, it is 24 inches above the floor and the closed quadrants have 6-inch tall walls. Luminosity inside the open quadrants was measured to be 20 lux, whereas that inside the closed quadrant was measured to be 10 lux. Mice were placed facing one of the closed quadrants of the elevated zero maze to begin the 5-min test period. Total time spent in open and closed quadrants as well as total distance traveled were recorded.

NLR and NOR. Novel location recognition and NOR tests were carried out in the same arena as the one used for the OF test to assess working memory. Exploration behavior was used to assess object location and recognition. Mice were placed into the arena from the middle of the south wall, with the north wall of the arena having a large visual cue (28 cm × 21.5 cm [W × H] sheet with alternating black and white columns [column width = 1.5 cm]). Each mouse was presented with two identical objects (OBJ1 and OBJ2) for 10 min (habituation). The two identical objects were placed side by side with equal distance from the east and west walls and were 30 cm away from the visual cue. The next day, mice were first given three 10-min trials with identical setting as the habituation day and the time spent exploring the objects was recorded. In the fourth 10-min trial, OBJ1 was moved toward the visual cue (novel location), and the time spent exploring OBJ1 in the new location was recorded. In the fifth 10-min trial, OBJ2 (the familiar object) was replaced by a new object (OBJ3, novel object), and the time spent exploring OBJ3 was recorded. During the intertrial intervals of 5 min, mice were returned to their home cage. Objects were replaced with replicates after each trial, and 4% (vol/vol) acetic acid was used to clean and remove potential odors. Exploration behavior in the first 5 min was used to assess NLR and NOR. For NLR, the data were calculated as exploration ratio of time (seconds) spent exploring object in the novel location versus that for exploring object in its original location. The exploration ratio of time spent exploring the novel object versus that for exploring the familiar object is calculated in NOR. The exploration ratio for novel and familiar location/object is calculated as $T_{novel} / (T_{novel} + T_{familiar})$ and $T_{familiar} / (T_{novel} + T_{familiar})$, respectively, where $T$ equals time. Mice that consistently failed to explore objects for a minimum of 5 s during the training sessions were excluded (a priori exclusion criterion) from the NOR and NLR tests ($n = 4$).

Social Memory. Assessment of social recognition memory was carried out according to previously published methods. The social testing apparatus is a rectangular, three-chambered box. Each chamber measures 43 cm × 23 cm × 20 cm (W × H × L) in size (two interaction chambers and one neutral chamber). Dividing walls are made from clear Plexiglas (Taps Plastic, Mountain View, CA), with rectangular openings (10 cm × 5 cm) allowing access into each chamber. In each interaction chamber, a stimulus cage (round wire cage, made in-house) was placed during the social testing. During testing, a “stranger” mouse was placed in one or both stimulus cages. The wire mesh separating the interaction chamber from the stimulus cage allows nose contact between test mouse and stranger mouse, while preventing aggressive interactions and also prevents the “stranger” mouse from initiating the social contact. All test mice were experimentally naive to the social interaction test and were habituated to the test room for at least 30 min before assessment. Stranger mice were male C57BL/6J housed in groups of four per cage and have previously been habituated to the round wire cages 24 to 48 h before testing for 15 min each side (30-min total time). Adaptation phase: Baseline adaptation was done by placing the test mouse in the central neutral chamber for a 5-min habituation period, followed by the partitions being raised and allowing the mouse to explore freely all three chambers for a 10-min period. During baseline assessments, there was no “stranger” mouse in either of the stimulus cages. Time spent in each chamber was used as baseline data to assess general activity, willingness to circumnavigate the testing apparatus, and to assure that no mouse exhibited a side preference. Locomotor activity and the total number of entries (transitions between chambers of the apparatus) during the 10-min baseline period were assessed. Social preference (sociability) test: After baseline data
collection, each mouse was returned to the neutral central chamber for 5 min with partitions closed. During this time, an unfamiliar mouse (stranger 1) was placed within one of the stimulus cages of the interaction chamber. The “doors” to the partitions were raised, allowing the test mouse to move freely throughout the three chambers for a 5-min test session. Location of the “stranger mouse” was alternated between the left and right stimulus cages on consecutive sessions. Measurements of explorations or sniffing directed toward a “stranger mouse” (nose within 1 cm of the wire mesh and directed toward the stranger mouse) were collected in 5 min time bins. The data for the initial 5 min bin were then compared with exploration and sniffing behavior exhibited by the test mouse toward the empty stimulus cage wire mesh in the second interaction chamber. Memory testing phase: At the end of the first 10 min, each mouse was returned to its home cage and tested in a second 10-min session to quantify social memory. A second, unfamiliar mouse (stranger mouse 2) was placed into the previously empty stimulus cage. Stranger 1 and stranger 2 mice originate from different home cages and have never come into physical contact with each other or the test subject. Measurements were collected in an identical manner to the social interaction test. Mice that consistently failed to explore each of the three chambers for a minimum of 90 s (15% of the total test time) during the initial 10-min exploratory period (when no stranger mice is present) were excluded (a priori exclusion criterion) from the social preference and social memory tests (n = 4).

Brain Histology and Dendritic Analysis

All analyses were done blind to the identity and experimental condition of the animal/tissue. Mice were randomly chosen from a cohort used for behavioral studies. They were anesthetized by 300 μl of ketamine/xylazine cocktail, followed by transcardiac perfusion with 0.9% saline solution at 7 weeks after injury. After the quick and careful removal from the skull, fresh brains were immersed in 10 ml of Golgi-cox stain for 10 days (room temperature and in the absence of light) and transferred to a solution of 30% sucrose for 3 days at 4°C. Coronal sections were cut at room temperature at 100-μm thickness on a vibratome (Leica VA 1200S; Leica Biosystems, Buffalo Grove, IL) and immersed in 0.3% gelatin before mounting on a slide. The stain was visualized by immersing the tissue in the developing solution for 5 to 10 min. Slides were then rinsed in distilled water, dehydrated through graded ethanol, mounted on slides with permount (SP15; Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) containing “Halt” protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) at −80°C until use.

Protein Quantification

All analysis was done blind to the identity and experimental condition of the animal/tissue. A separate cohort of mice was used for the biochemical measurements. Mice were anesthetized (isoflurane) and sacrificed by decapitation at 7 weeks after injury. After the quick and careful removal from the skull, the left amygdala, perirhinal cortex, and hippocampus were extracted according to bregma coordinates and stored at −80°C until use.

Synaptosome Preparation. Tissue was homogenized in 1XSyn-PER reagent (87793, Thermo Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) containing “Halt” protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Scientific), centrifuged at 1,000g for 10 min to remove cell debris, and the supernatant was transferred to a new tube where it was centrifuged at 17,500g for 20 min. The pellets, containing synaptosomes, were gently resuspended in 40 μl of the reagent (Syn-PER + “Halt”).

Two-color Fluorescent Western Blot Analysis. To assess the protein levels of the synaptophysin (also known as p38 synapfic protein) in our synaptosome preparation, Western
 blot analysis was performed according to standard procedures. In brief, after sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and blotting, proteins on the membranes were detected by overnight incubation at 4°C with the primary antibody (mouse monoclonal antisynaptophysin: 1:2,000; S5768; Sigma, St. Louis, MO) followed by incubation with an IRDye 800CW goat anti-mouse IgG (H + L) (1:20,000; 926–32210; LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE). β-Actin was used as an internal control and was detected with the mouse monoclonal anti-β-actin antibody (1:5,000, ab6276; Abcam, Cambridge, MA) followed by incubation with an IRDye 680CW goat anti-mouse IgG (H + L) (1:20,000, 926–32220; LI-COR Biosciences). The signals were detected and quantified using Odyssey (LI-COR Biosciences).

Protein Extraction and Enzyme-linked Immunosorbent Assay (ELISA). Tissues were homogenized using T-PER Protein Extraction Reagent (Thermo Scientific 87793) in the presence of proteinase and phosphatase inhibitors (04906837001; Roche Applied Science, San Francisco, CA) and centrifuged at 12,000 g for 2 min at 4°C. Supernatant fractions were then frozen at −80°C until use. An aliquot was subjected to protein assay (500-0001; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) to normalize BDNF levels. The mouse BDNF ELISA kit was used per manufacturer’s instructions (EK0309; Boster Immunoleader, Pleasanton, CA).

Statistical Analysis
All data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Analysis of repeated parametric measures was accomplished using a two-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni testing. For simple comparisons of two groups, a two-tailed Student t test was used. Welch’s correction was used when the assumption of equal variances was not met. For Sholl analysis, individual two-tailed Student t tests were used with the Holm–Sidak method for multiple comparisons. Significance was set at P value less than 0.05 (Prism 5; GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). Sample size for each experimental endpoint is indicated in the figure legends.

Results
Tibia Fracture Is Accompanied by Long-lasting Nociceptive Sensitization in the Injured Limb
 Ipsilateral (fig. 1A) and contralateral (fig. 1B) measurements of hind paw mechanical thresholds were performed at 3, 4, 7, 14, and 18 weeks postfracture. Mechanical sensitivity, assessed using Von Frey filaments, demonstrated a significant and persistent reduction in mechanical thresholds—up to 14 weeks postfracture—in the injured limb compared with measurements of the contralateral limb or control nonfractured/noncasted mice (two-way ANOVA [fracture factor F value = 27.8] followed by Bonferroni testing). Testing for mechanical sensitivity of the contralateral hind paw failed to demonstrate any significant nociceptive changes across the 18-week time course (fig. 1B) (two-way ANOVA; [fracture factor F value = 2.96] followed by Bonferroni testing). Although mechanical sensitivity was measured in all behavioral cohorts, only animals that were randomly chosen (n = 8 for control and 11 for fracture) to be tested on the 14- and 18-week timepoints are included in this analysis. Earlier data from our group showed that by 7 weeks the edema and warmth characteristic of acute CRPS found at earlier time points had resolved.18

Fracture/Cast Mice Exhibit Signs of Increased Anxiety Levels in the Zero Maze, but Not OF Assay in the Absence of Motor Impairment
OF Testing. Fracture/cast mice did not differ from control in overall motor activity measured by the total distance traveled in the OF apparatus (fig. 2, A and B; two-tailed t test, 31.94 ± 2.05 m in control vs. 28.01 ± 1.70 m in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.15). Similarly, they did not differ from control in the time spent in the center 11% of the OF (fig. 2C; two-tailed t test, 16.63 ± 3.44 s in control vs. 16.76 ± 2.23 s in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.98). Furthermore, time in center was not different between the two groups when the central area was designated to be 25% of the total area (two-tailed t test, 39.32 ± 5.74 s in controls and 38.03 ± 3.74 s in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.88; data not shown).

Fig. 1. Long-lasting mechanical hypersensitivity in fracture/cast mice. Fracture/cast mice display long-lasting mechanical hypersensitivity on the ipsilateral hind paw 14 weeks after fracture (A). No significant differences in mechanical sensitivity were observed in the contralateral hind paw for any of the groups (B). **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001. n = 8 (control) and n = 11 (fracture/cast). Errors bars = SEM.
Zero Maze Testing. Consistent with the results obtained from the OF assay, fracture/cast mice did not differ from control in overall motor activity measured by the total distance traveled in the zero maze apparatus (fig. 2, D and E; two-tailed t test, 12.01 ± 0.85 m in control vs. 11.08 ± 0.76 m in fracture/cast mice, \( P = 0.42 \)). However, they spent less time in the open quadrants of the zero maze, a measure that is indicative of neophobic anxiety in mice (fig. 2F; two-tailed t test, 72.69 ± 7.36 s in control vs. 47.67 ± 6.67 s in fracture/cast mice, \( P = 0.02 \)).

Example of track images of the OF and zero maze assays can be found in Supplemental Digital Content 3, http://links.lww.com/ALN/B73.

Fracture/Cast Mice Exhibit Signs of Memory Impairment Object Location and Recognition. Both control and fracture/cast groups performed equally well in the NLR test, as they spent significantly greater time exploring the displaced object compared with the object that was not manipulated (fig. 3, A and B; two-way ANOVA [fracture factor \( F \) value approximately 0; object factor \( F \) value = 45.25] followed by Bonferroni testing). However, compared with control animals, the fracture/cast group performed poorly in the NOR test, as they did not spend more time exploring the novel object compared with the familiar object (fig. 3C; two-way ANOVA [fracture factor \( F \) value = 0.005; stranger mouse factor \( F \) value = 15.92] followed by Bonferroni testing). The failure to differentiate novel from familiar objects is indicative of a working memory deficit.

Social Memory. Both control and fracture/cast groups performed equally well in the sociability test (fig. 3D), where they spent significantly more time exploring the chamber containing the stranger mouse relative to the chamber with the empty cage (fig. 3E; two-way ANOVA [fracture factor \( F \) value = 0.2; stranger mouse factor \( F \) value = 54.13] followed by Bonferroni testing). However, the fracture/cast group did not perform as well as the control group in the social memory test. Fracture/cast animals did not spend more time exploring the new stranger mouse, a result that is indicative of diminished social memory (fig. 3F; two-way ANOVA [fracture factor \( F \) value = 0.005; stranger mouse factor \( F \) value = 15.92] followed by Bonferroni testing).

Example of track images of the NLR, NOR, and social memory assays can be found in Supplemental Digital Content 3, http://links.lww.com/ALN/B73.

Fracture/Cast Animals Show Altered Dendritic Architecture in the Amygdala

To link the anxiety and memory deficits to structural changes in various brain regions, we quantified dendritic complexity in Golgi-Cox-stained sections. Sholl analysis revealed that, compared with control, fracture/cast mice...
show increased complexity in dendritic structure in the contralateral amygdala, as shown by the mean number of intersections of dendritic branches with consecutive 5-μm-spaced concentric Sholl rings (fig. 4A; individual two-tailed t tests with Holm–Sidak correction for multiple comparisons; area under the curve comparison: two-tailed t test, 238.5 ± 13.92 in control vs. 404.1 ± 28.47 in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.01). Furthermore, independent quantification of neuronal structure using direct counts revealed that the fracture/cast group has a significantly greater number of secondary nodes compared with control, indicative of increased dendritic branching (fig. 4B; two-tailed t test, 1.31 ± 0.12 in control vs. 2.75 ± 0.35 in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.01). No differences were seen in measures of dendritic length (fig. 4C; two-tailed t test, 243.7 ± 15.08 μm in control vs. 403.7 ± 77.79 μm in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.09, [Welch’s correction applied]), average soma area (fig. 4D; two-tailed t test, 108.2 ± 6.75 μm² in control vs. 109.5 ± 7.43 μm² in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.9), total number of neurons (fig. 4E; two-tailed t test, 29.2 ± 1.24 in control vs. 30.71 ± 2.81 in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.67), or dendritic spine density (fig. 4, F and G; two-tailed t test, 12.96 ± 0.96 in control vs. 11.86 ± 1.11 in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.49).

**Fracture/Cast Animals Show Altered Dendritic Architecture in the Perirhinal Cortex**

Similar to the results obtained in the amygdala, Sholl analysis revealed that, compared with control, fracture/cast mice show increased complexity in dendritic structure in the contralateral perirhinal cortex, as shown by the mean number of intersections of dendrite branches with concentrically spaced Sholl rings (fig. 5A; individual two-tailed t tests with Holm–Sidak correction for multiple comparisons; area under the curve comparison: two-tailed t test, 304.9 ± 32.33 in control vs. 416.6 ± 23.83 in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.02). Independent quantification of neuronal structure revealed that the fracture/cast group has a significantly greater number of secondary nodes compared with control, indicative of increased dendritic branching (fig. 5B; two-tailed t test, 1.62 ± 0.04 in control vs. 2.57 ± 0.29 in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.03, [Welch’s correction applied]). Furthermore, total dendritic length was shown to be greater in fracture/cast...
mice (fig. 5C; two-tailed t test, 280.4 ± 12.69 μm in control vs. 471.5 ± 41.23 μm in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.003, [Welch’s correction applied]). No differences were seen in average soma area (fig. 5D; two-tailed t test, 205.3 ± 15.23 μm² in control vs. 242.2 ± 20.7 μm² in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.2), total number of neurons (fig. 5E; two-tailed t test, 17.2 ± 0.80 in control vs. 14.43 ± 1.9 in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.27), or dendritic spine density (fig. 5, F and G; two-tailed t test, 18.04 ± 1.4 in control vs. 19.32 ± 0.71 in fracture per cast mice, P = 0.2).

**Fracture/Cast Animals Show No Obvious Changes in Dendritic Morphology in the Hippocampus**

Unlike the amygdala and the perirhinal cortex, dendritic analysis was not undertaken in the hippocampus due to high-dendrite density. Instead, the number of neurons and the dendritic spine density were quantified. Our results show no significant change in the number of neurons (fig. 6A; two-tailed t test, 37.4 ± 2.06 in control vs. 39.5 ± 3.96 in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.67) or dendritic spines (fig. 6, B and C; two-tailed t test, 13.88 ± 1.87 in control vs. 10.8 ± 0.99 in fracture per cast mice, P = 0.07).

**Fracture/Cast Animals Show Decreased Levels of Synaptophysin in the Hippocampus**

To complement the dendritic morphology analysis, we measured synaptophysin levels in synaptosomal preparations from the following brain regions: amygdala, perirhinal cortex, and hippocampus. Our results reveal that, despite our prior findings showing increased dendritic branching in the amygdala and perirhinal cortex, synaptophysin levels remained unchanged (compared to control) in both regions (fig. 7A; two-tailed t test, 1.53 ± 0.15 in control vs. 1.16 ± 0.19 in fracture per cast mice, P = 0.21; fig. 7B; two-tailed t test, 2.82 ± 0.86 in control vs. 2.13 ± 0.22 in fracture per cast mice, P = 0.26). In the hippocampus, however, the fracture mice exhibited decreased levels of synaptophysin, indicative of a reduction in the number of synapses (fig. 7C; two-tailed t test, 2.82 ± 0.58 in control vs. 1.01 ± 0.07 in fracture per cast mice, P = 0.001).

**Fracture/Cast Animals Show Decreased BDNF Levels in the Perirhinal Cortex and Hippocampus**

To test whether these morphological/synaptic changes are paralleled by changes in neurotrophic factors, we measured BDNF levels using ELISA. Our data show that, in the amygdala, fracture/cast and control mice show similar levels of BDNF (fig. 8A; two-tailed t test, 1.076 ± 106 ng/g in control vs. 1.142 ± 30.55 ng/g in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.76). In contrast, compared with control mice, fracture/cast mice display decreased levels of BDNF in the perirhinal cortex (fig. 8B; two-tailed t test, 1.398 ± 66.53 ng/g in control vs. 959.6 ± 82.58 ng/g in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.006) and the hippocampus (fig. 8C; two-tailed t test, 7.312 ± 346.3 ng/g in control vs. 6.353 ± 214.6 ng/g in fracture/cast mice, P = 0.03).

**Discussion**

Although pain itself is the most common complaint of the chronic pain patient, it is often associated with comorbid conditions such as cognitive impairment,36 memory deficits,35 depression,38 and anxiety.39,40 These affect up to 50% of chronic pain patients31,41,42 and impair both quality of life and response to treatment.43 In addition, CRPS patients reportedly demonstrate diminished capacity for tactile perceptual learning44 and altered performance in a gambling task, implying changes in emotional influences on decision making and risk taking.45 Neuropsychiatric testing on a group of 137 CRPS patients revealed deficits in 65% of patients, including subgroups having deficits in executive functioning, memory, and even global cognitive

---

**Fig. 4.** Dendritic architecture is changed in the amygdala of fracture/cast mice. Fracture/cast mice display increased dendritic complexity in the amygdala as shown by the mean number of intersections of dendrite branches with consecutive 5-μm-spaced concentric Sholl rings (A) and by calculating the area under the curve (AUC) for these two curves (A, inset). In addition, the fracture group has a significantly greater number of secondary nodes compared with control (B). No differences were seen in measures of total dendritic length (C), average soma area (D), total number of neurons (E), or dendritic spine density (F, G). Scale bar = 1 μm. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. n = 5 (control) and n = 7 (fracture/cast). *Errors bars = SEM. Red arrows point to dendritic spines.
Impairment.46 Furthermore, psychological factors such as depression and anxiety are strongly associated with CRPS severity.47,48 Taken together, these data emphasize that cognitive and affective impairments are significant clinical problems in chronic CRPS.

Although most preclinical pain studies focus on mechanical sensitivity as the primary outcome, there has been increasing interest in the affective measures of pain and its associated comorbidities. For instance, there is evidence of anxiety49,50 and attention deficits51–55 in rodent models of pain, in addition to changes in mood50,56,57 and overall cognitive function.58–60 Similar to what is seen in patients,61 some of these conditions subside once the pain is ameliorated.62 We have shown that selective signs of neophobic anxiety (in the form of altered thigmotaxis in the zero maze but not OF assay) and memory impairment (NOR and social memory but not NLR) are present in our fracture/cast mice.

What, then, is the neurobiological substrate of these behavioral changes? With the advent of noninvasive brain imaging techniques, we now have evidence of structural and functional brain changes directly associated with the pain experience in chronic neuropathy,63,64 fibromyalgia,48,65 migraine,66 chronic back pain67–69, and CRPS.70 Although such studies have given us invaluable insight into the “pain” brain, there remains a need for a more detailed analysis of neuroplasticity in the affected areas. Based on our behavioral observations, we focused on three potential neurobiological substrates. The amygdala was chosen based on its role in processing threatening stimuli,20 mood,21 fear,71 emotional memory,22 anxiety,72,73 and the emotional-affective dimension of pain.74 The perirhinal cortex and hippocampus were chosen for their roles in memory. The participation of the hippocampus in memory has been described extensively (e.g., see the study by Gerlai75 and Broadbent et al.76) and can be studied using paradigms such as novel object location and social memory.77 There is accumulating evidence for the role of the perirhinal cortex in memory as well. Studies in humans, monkeys, and rodents suggest that this area is involved in signaling the familiarity of objects,78 in particular, NOR23,79 and this may take place in a hippocampus-independent manner.24,78 It is noteworthy that, despite attributing certain behavioral outcomes to respective brain regions, there is considerable overlap between the roles that these regions play.80

One of the mechanisms of modulating synaptic plasticity is the differential localization of specific synaptic sites. As such, analysis of dendritic structure, morphology, length, and arborization, in addition to quantification of spine density and levels of BDNF and the presynaptic protein synaptophysin are indicators of ongoing neural plasticity. Our
During pain, the amygdala and perirhinal cortex display decreased levels of BDNF, which are accompanied by decreased synaptic densities and spine numbers. The dendritic architecture of a neuron is critical in determining the number and type of synaptic connections possessed by that neuron in addition to governing how synaptic inputs are integrated to produce a coded output. We therefore examined whether synaptic abundance parallels the increased dendritic branching. Our findings show that the histological changes indicative of increased dendritic complexity occur in the amygdala and perirhinal cortex in the absence of increased synaptophysin, a indirect measure of synaptic numbers. Furthermore, synaptophysin levels are decreased in hippocampi isolated from CRPS mice, and trend toward lower levels in homogenates of tissue from the perirhinal cortex and amygdala. These data agree with our histological measures of spine density.

The dendritic architecture of a neuron is critical in determining the number and type of synaptic connections possessed by that neuron in addition to governing how synaptic inputs are integrated to produce a coded output. We therefore examined whether synaptic abundance parallels the increased dendritic branching. Our findings show that the histological changes indicative of increased dendritic complexity occur in the amygdala and perirhinal cortex in the absence of increased synaptophysin, an indirect measure of synaptic numbers. Furthermore, synaptophysin levels are decreased in hippocampi isolated from CRPS mice, and trend toward lower levels in homogenates of tissue from the perirhinal cortex and amygdala. These data agree with our histological measures of spine density. It is possible that although CRPS brains display patterns of increased dendritic branching, they do not necessarily form more synapses compared with control mice, a hypothesis that is consistent with the anxiety and memory deficits observed in this model. Alternatively, it is possible that dendritic branching is a consequence of, or compensation for, synaptic loss. These data are in agreement with earlier findings showing that decreased levels of synaptophysin are accompanied by impairment in cognitive function and memory and vice versa. In contrast, some brain regions (such as the prefrontal cortex) display increased levels of synaptic proteins, including synaptophysin, after chronic painful conditions.

Finally, brain plasticity can be assessed by quantifying levels of neurotrophins such as BDNF. BDNF is a potent modulator of synaptic plasticity due at least in part to colocalization with its cognate receptor TrkB at glutamatergic synapses. The role of BDNF in pain has been extensively studied in preclinical models at the spinal level, and increased spinal BDNF is thought to contribute to central sensitization. In addition, levels of BDNF increase in the periaqueductal gray and rostral ventromedial medulla in animal models of pain, possibly contributing to descending pain facilitation. In contrast, BDNF is decreased in the hippocampus after painful stimuli, but its levels have not been measured in the more chronic stages of pain, where comorbidities often appear. We observed a significant decrease in BDNF levels in the perirhinal cortex and hippocampus in agreement with other rodent studies where depression and anxiety/stress are associated with signs of memory impairment and decreased levels of BDNF in the hippocampus. Finally, our findings failed to show changes in BDNF levels in the amygdala, despite previous studies linking increased BDNF to stress and trauma. It is possible that a more careful examination of the subregions of the amygdala is needed to address this disparity. Alternatively, it is possible that anxiety levels in our fracture/cast mice (detectable by zero maze and not OF) are not “high” enough to be associated with BDNF changes.

We believe that the approach of measuring neurocognitive and affective components of pain in conjunction with...
neuroplastic CNS changes in models such as the fracture/cast animals is crucial in understanding the multifaceted nature of chronic pain. In this way, we will build a “language of translation,” helping us to focus mechanistically oriented animal studies on regions of the CNS implicated in human studies, and perhaps to focus human studies on approaches to treatment or prevention of the CNS changes that are optimized using animal models.

There are several limitations to the present set of studies. For example, we focused only on the hippocampus, amygdala, and perirhinal cortex. Although these regions are involved in anxiety and memory, areas such as the prefrontal cortex, the somatosensory cortex, and the thalamus are also important to examine since each of these has been associated with brain changes in preclinical models of pain\(^\text{99}\) and in chronic pain patients.\(^\text{48,67,100}\) In addition, we have not identified any of the specific mechanisms linking peripheral injury and immobilization with the CNS changes. Future studies examining the molecular underpinnings of the fracture/cast-related changes in the brain, perhaps with particular emphasis on epigenetic changes, are needed. Epigenetic mechanisms are well suited to modulate the long-lasting CNS changes that accompany chronic pain.\(^\text{86,99,101}\)

Collectively, these data provide unique evidence for structural and biochemical changes in the brain that accompany selective measures of anxiety (changes in thigmotactic behaviors in the zero maze but not the OF assay) and working memory (NOR but not NLR) and social memory impairment in a mouse model of tibia fracture/cast immobilization. These findings have clear clinical implications for the CRPS patient, since, in addition to elucidating some of the supraspinal correlates of the syndrome, this work supports the potential use of therapeutic interventions that not only directly target sensory input and other peripheral mechanisms, but also attempt to ameliorate the pain experience by modifying its associated cognitive and emotional comorbidities.
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The Horace Wells Pew in Trinity College Chapel

In 1937 in Hartford, Connecticut, the Horace Wells Club presented a pew to Trinity College Chapel to memorialize the dentist who popularized the anesthetic use of nitrous oxide, Dr. Horace Wells. A profile bust of Wells (right) is carved between pairs of dental silhouettes, “Horace” and “Wells” beneath and his years of life above, from “1815” to “1848.” Wells’ portrait faces a carved figure (middle) of Saint Apollonia, the martyred patron saint of dentistry. A carving of Asklepios (Aesculapius), the ancient Greek god of medicine, tops (left) this end of the pew. (Copyright © the American Society of Anesthesiologists, Inc.)
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